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Abstract

A simple Lagrange-like moving grid approach is developed for the efficient numerical resolution of inviscid compressible multicomponent flow problems with a stiffened gas equation of state in more than one space dimension. The algorithm uses a variant of the fluid-mixture formulation of equations (cf. K.-M. Shyue, An efficient shock-capturing algorithm for compressible multicomponent problems, J. Comput. Phys. 142 (1998) 208–242) that are written in the generalized curvilinear coordinate as a basis to the modeling of the numerically induced mixing between two different fluid components within a computationally logical rectangular grid cell. In the algorithm, the temporal evolution of the physical grid system is chosen to follow approximately to the underlying flow fields, and a set of geometric conservation laws is included to describe the basic motion of the grid metrics associated with the coordinate transformation between the physical and logical grid. A standard flux-based wave decomposition method devised by Bale et al. (D. Bale, R.J. LeVeque, S. Mitran, J.A. Rossmanith, A wave propagation method for conservation laws and balance laws with spatially varying flux functions, SIAM J. Sci. Comput. 24 (2002) 955–978) is employed to solve the proposed multicomponent model with the dimensional-splitting technique incorporated in the method for multidimensional problems. Several numerical results are presented in one and two space dimensions that show the feasibility of the algorithm to the improvement of numerical resolution of interfaces when it is applied to solve a sample class of problems of practical importance.
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1 Introduction

Our goal of this paper is to present a simple moving grid approach for the efficient numerical resolution of multicomponent flow problems with general inviscid compressible materials in more than one space dimension. We consider a simplified two-fluid problem as an example for the basic method development, where the flow regime of interest is assumed to be homogeneous with no jumps in the pressure and velocity (the normal component of it) across a material interface that separates regions of two different fluid components in an $N_d \geq 1$ spatial domain. The algorithm uses the Euler equations of gas dynamics as a model system for the principal motion of each fluid component in that the conservation form of the equations in an $N_d$-dimensional Cartesian coordinate $\mathbf{X} = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{N_d})$ and time $t$ can be written as

$$
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \begin{bmatrix} \rho \\ \rho u_i \\ E \end{bmatrix} + \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \begin{bmatrix} \rho u_j \\ \rho u_i u_j + p \delta_{ij} \\ E u_j + p u_j \end{bmatrix} = 0 \quad \text{for} \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_d,
$$

(1)
where \( \rho, u_i, p, E, \) and \( \delta_{ij} \) denote the density, the particle velocity in the \( x_i \)-direction, the pressure, the total energy, and the Kronecker delta function, respectively. To complete the model, a linearized version of the Mie-Grüneisen (i.e., the linearly density-dependent stiffened gas) equation of state of the form

\[
p(\rho, e) = (\gamma - 1) \rho e + (\rho - \rho_0) B
\]

is assumed for the fundamental characterization of the thermodynamic behavior of the fluid component of concerned (cf. [24, 31, 33, 34]). Here \( e, \gamma, \rho_0, \) and \( B \) are in turn the specific internal energy, the adiabatic constant (\( \gamma > 1 \)), the reference density, and the reference speed of sound. With that, the reference pressure is defined by \( p_0 = \rho_0 B / \gamma \), and we have \( E = \rho e + \rho \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} u_j^2 / 2 \) as usual.

To solve this homogeneous two-fluid problem numerically, one popular approach among them is to take a uniform Cartesian grid and employ a fluid-mixture type interface-capturing method proposed previously by the author (cf. [44, 45, 46, 48, 49]). In this approach, to model grid cells that contain more than one fluid component, the method may be based on a volume-fraction formulation of the model system that is formed by combining the Euler equations (1) for the basic conservative variables of the fluid mixtures and an additional set of the effective equations

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \rho B \right) + \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \rho B \left( \frac{u_j}{\gamma - 1} \right) \right) = 0,
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial t} + \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} u_j \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial x_j} = 0,
\]

for the mixtures of the material-dependent variables \( \rho B / (\gamma - 1) \) and \( \alpha \), respectively. Here \( \alpha \in [0,1] \) denotes the volume fraction of the fluid component within a grid cell. It should be mentioned that the above effective equations are introduced in the method primarily for a direct computation of the pressure from the equation of state,

\[
p = \left[ E - \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} (\rho u_j)^2 / 2 + \rho B (\gamma - 1) \sum_{i=1}^{2} \alpha_i \rho_i B_i / \gamma_i - 1 \right] \left/ \sum_{i=1}^{2} \alpha_i \gamma_i - 1 \right.,
\]

and are derived so as to ensure a consistent modeling of the energy equation near the interfaces where two or more fluid components are present in a grid cell, and also the fulfillment of the mass equation in the other single component regions, see [48] for the details. Note that in (4) we have set \( \alpha_1 = \alpha \) and \( \alpha_2 = 1 - \alpha \) for the volume fractions occupied by the fluid-component 1 and 2, in a respective manner, and the mixtures of \( \gamma \) and \( \rho_0 B = \gamma p_0 \) are computed by

\[
\gamma = 1 + \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{2} \alpha_i / \gamma_i - 1} \quad \text{and} \quad \rho_0 B = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{2} \alpha_i / \gamma_i - 1}.
\]

A standard high-resolution wave propagation method (cf. [26]) can then be used to find approximate solutions of the model system for multicomponent problems, yielding results that are free of spurious oscillations in the pressure near a somewhat smeared interface, see Section 6 for an example.

In this work, motivated by the success of a unified coordinate approach advocated by Hui and coworkers for single component flow problems with interfaces and complex geometries (cf. [16, 17, 18, 19]), we are interested in a novel moving grid method that is a generalization of the aforementioned fluid-mixture method and is also an easy extension of the unified coordinate approach for multicomponent flows. Here as a first endeavor, we focus our attention on the improved numerical resolution of interfaces, but leave the problems with complex geometries in a sequel. In this instance, a simple Lagrange-like condition of the form

\[
\frac{\partial \vec{X}}{\partial t} = h \vec{u}
\]
is assumed as the basis for the temporal evolution of the physical grid coordinate $\vec{X}$, where $\vec{u} = (u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_{Nd})$ is the vector of the particle velocity, and $h \in [0, 1]$ is a freely chosen parameter that takes on the value of zero when we have a fixed Eulerian grid, and on the value of unity when we have a Lagrangian grid, see [5, 9, 28, 29, 30, 41] and the references cited therein for some background information of a Lagrangian-type method. Note that, in practice, we have chosen a fixed constant $h = 0.99$ in almost all the numerical tests carried out in Section 6, but do not consider the more general space- and time-dependent case (cf. [17, 19, 20]) in the present study.

With the mesh-moving condition (5), the algorithm employs a variant of the model equations (1) and (3) that are written in a generalized curvilinear coordinate as a basis to the modeling of the numerically induced mixing between two different fluid components within a computational (logical) rectangular grid cell. In addition to that, a set of geometric conservation laws is included to describe the basic motion of the grid metrics associated with the coordinate transformation between the physical and computational grid. This will be described further in Section 2.

We use a finite volume method based on an $f$-waves decomposition viewpoint developed by Bale et al. [2] to find approximate solutions of our proposed multicomponent model in generalized coordinates with the dimensional-splitting technique incorporated in the method for multidimensional problems. The method is a variant of the Godunov scheme, and has been widely used in many applications including the single-component fluid of ideal gases on general quadrilateral grids [26], and hyperbolic systems on curved manifolds [40] and on spheres [39]. The current use of the method extends the previous one from a single-component to multicomponent problems and also from the equations to be solved in the Cartesian coordinate in the physical space to the generalized coordinate in the logical space. It is an efficient and yet accurate scheme without introducing any spurious oscillations in the pressure near an interface as illustrated by numerical results presented in this paper. The basic idea of this method will be reviewed briefly in Section 4.

It should be mentioned that due to the Lagrangian nature of the above moving grid condition in problems when there is a large interfacial deformation or collapse of the underlying velocity field into a narrow region (cf.[46, 50]), for example, the grid system that is generated by the algorithm during the computation would be suffering from the usual grid tangling and so eventually the break down of the method in some instances. Despite this, there are some problems of sufficient interest that the current approach is worthwhile, particularly since it is relatively easy to implement the method in more than one space dimension and can provide a better resolution of interfaces than standard Eulerian methods. Moreover, the methodology we have proposed here can be extended quite straightforwardly to problems involving more than two fluid components and more complicated equations of state. Without going into the details for that, our goal is to establish the basic solution strategy and validate its use via some sample numerical experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our mathematical model for the present homogeneous two-fluid problems in a generalized curvilinear coordinate. In Section 3, we discuss the hyperbolicity of the proposed model equations. In Section 4, we give a brief review of the dimensional-splitting version of the high-resolution flux-based wave decomposition method for multi-dimensional problems. In Section 5, we explain the Riemann problem and a shock-only Riemann solver that is fundamental in our algorithm for numerical approximation. Numerical results of some sample examples in one and two space dimensions are presented in Section 6.

2 Mathematical models in generalized coordinates

We begin our discussion by describing a general coordinate transformation of the aforementioned fluid-mixture type model system, \textit{i.e.}, the combined equations (1) and (3), from the Cartesian coordinate
variables respectively, where to simplify the presentation we have used the notation in the derivation. Note that in matrix form \( \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} \) we have \( \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} + \frac{N_d}{\partial \xi} \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} \), which is fundamental in our moving grid algorithm for constructing approximate solutions of the present homogeneous two-fluid problems with the stiffened gas equation of state (2), see Fig. 1 for an illustration of that is fundamental in our moving grid algorithm for constructing approximate solutions of the present.

\( \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} \) the spatial domain of interest when \( N \) is homogeneous two-fluid problems with the stiffened gas equation of state (2), see Fig. 1 for an illustration of that is fundamental in our moving grid algorithm for constructing approximate solutions of the present.

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} + \frac{N_d}{\partial \xi} \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi} \]

that relate the above metrics in the logical domain to the derivatives in the physical domain. We can do this quite straightforwardly (cf. [1, 15, 54]) if the existence of the inverse transformation of (6) is assumed, i.e.,

\[ t = \tau, \quad x_j = x_j(\Xi, t) \quad \text{for} \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_d \]

and the elementary differential rule from multi variable calculus as

\[ \frac{\partial(t, \Xi)}{\partial(t, \Xi)} = \left( \frac{\partial(t, \Xi)}{\partial(t, \Xi)} \right)^{-1} \]

is used in the derivation. Note that in matrix form \( \frac{\partial(t, \Xi)}{\partial(t, \Xi)} \) and \( \frac{\partial(t, \Xi)}{\partial(t, \Xi)} \) are given by

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
\partial_1 x_1 & \partial_1 x_1 & \ldots & \partial_1 x_{N_d} x_1 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\partial_{N_d} x_1 & \partial_{N_d} x_1 & \ldots & \partial_{N_d} x_N x_1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\quad \text{and} \quad 
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
\partial_1 x_1 & \partial_1 x_1 & \ldots & \partial_1 x_{N_d} x_1 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\partial_{N_d} x_1 & \partial_{N_d} x_1 & \ldots & \partial_{N_d} x_N x_1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

respectively, where to simplify the presentation we have used the notation \( \partial_a z = \partial z/\partial a \) for any pair of variables \( z \) and \( a \).

Figure 1: An example of a general non-rectangular domain \( \Omega \) in two dimensions on the left that is mapped to a logical domain \( \hat{\Omega} \) on the right via the transformation (6).
As an example, we consider the three-dimensional case \( N_d = 3 \), and so from (9) we would have

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\partial_x \xi_1 & \partial_x \xi_1 & \partial_x \xi_1 & \partial_x \xi_1 \\
\partial_x \xi_2 & \partial_x \xi_2 & \partial_x \xi_2 & \partial_x \xi_2 \\
\partial_x \xi_3 & \partial_x \xi_3 & \partial_x \xi_3 & \partial_x \xi_3 \\
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
\partial_x x_1 & \partial_x x_1 & \partial_x x_1 & \partial_x x_1 \\
\partial_x x_2 & \partial_x x_2 & \partial_x x_2 & \partial_x x_2 \\
\partial_x x_3 & \partial_x x_3 & \partial_x x_3 & \partial_x x_3 \\
\end{pmatrix}^{-1}
= \frac{1}{J} \begin{pmatrix}
J & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
J_{01} & J_{11} & J_{21} & J_{31} \\
J_{02} & J_{12} & J_{22} & J_{32} \\
J_{03} & J_{13} & J_{23} & J_{33} \\
\end{pmatrix},
\]

where \( J = |\partial(x_1, x_2, x_3)/\partial(\xi_1, \xi_2, \xi_3)| \) is the determinant of the matrix \( \partial(x_1, x_2, x_3)/\partial(\xi_1, \xi_2, \xi_3) \), and \( J_{ij} \) for \( i, j = 1, 2, 3 \) are the entries satisfying the following expressions:

\[
\begin{align*}
J_{11} &= |\partial(x_2, x_3)/\partial(\xi_2, \xi_3)|, \\
J_{21} &= |\partial(x_1, x_3)/\partial(\xi_1, \xi_3)|, \\
J_{31} &= |\partial(x_1, x_2)/\partial(\xi_1, \xi_2)|, \\
J_{12} &= |\partial(x_2, x_1)/\partial(\xi_2, \xi_1)|, \\
J_{22} &= |\partial(x_3, x_1)/\partial(\xi_3, \xi_1)|, \\
J_{32} &= |\partial(x_3, x_2)/\partial(\xi_3, \xi_2)|, \\
J_{13} &= |\partial(x_2, x_3)/\partial(\xi_2, \xi_3)|, \\
J_{23} &= |\partial(x_3, x_2)/\partial(\xi_3, \xi_2)|, \\
J_{33} &= |\partial(x_1, x_2)/\partial(\xi_1, \xi_2)|. \\
\end{align*}
\]

In addition to that, we also have \( J_{0j} = -\sum_{i=1}^{N_d} J_{ij} \partial_x x_i \), \( j = 1, 2, 3 \). Now the metrics in (7) which consist of twelve spatial- and temporal-varying quantities in a three-dimensional logical domain may take the form

\[
D\xi_j = (\partial_t \xi_j, \nabla_x \xi_j) = (\partial_t \xi_j, \partial_x \xi_j, \partial_x \xi_j, \partial_x \xi_j) = \frac{1}{J} (J_{0j}, J_{1j}, J_{2j}, J_{3j})
\]

for \( j = 1, 2, 3 \), that are conveniently dependent on the derivatives in the physical domain.

With these definitions, after some simple algebraic manipulations (cf. [15]), the transformed version of our two-fluid model in the logical domain \( \hat{\Omega} \) can be written as

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} (pJ) + \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_j} (pJU_j) = 0,
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} (pJu_i) + \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_j} J \left( pu_i U_j + p \frac{\partial \xi_j}{\partial x_i} \right) = 0 \quad \text{for} \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_d,
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} (JE) + \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_j} J \left( EU_j + pU_j - \frac{\partial \xi_j}{\partial t} \right) = 0,
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} \left( \frac{\rho B}{\gamma - 1} J \right) + \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_j} \left( \frac{\rho B}{\gamma - 1} JU_j \right) = 0,
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial \tau} + \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} U_j \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial \xi_j} = 0,
\]

where \( U_j = \partial_t \xi_j + \sum_{i=1}^{N_d} u_i \partial_x \xi_j \) denotes the contravariant velocity in the \( \xi_j \)-direction for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_d \).

It is clear that in this system the first \( N_d + 2 \) are simply the compressible Euler equations in strong conservation-law form, while the remaining are the effective equations that are introduced to ensure the correct mixing of the problem-dependent material variables near the interfaces. It is easy to observe also that the flux functions of the conservation laws in the transformed model depend not only on the conserved variables but also on the spatially-varying metrics which is unlike the case in the original model where the fluxes are dependent on the conserved variables only. We should have this in mind when we want to develop a method that discretizes the model for numerical approximation.

It is important to note that in the general \( \partial \hat{X}/\partial t \neq 0 \) case of (5), to complete the model, we have to devise a way for the numerical resolution of the metrics that are present in (11) throughout the computations. Among a wide variety of methodologies proposed in the literature (cf. [1, 9, 21, 30, 32, 53]),
in this work, we are interested in an approach that is based on the compatibility condition of the mixed second order partial derivatives $\partial_i \partial_\xi x_i$ and $\partial_\xi \partial_x x_i$ to yield the geometric conservation laws of the form

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} \left( \frac{\partial x_i}{\partial \xi_j} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_j} \left( - \frac{\partial x_i}{\partial \tau} \right) = 0 \quad \text{for } i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_d.$$  

This approach has been used quite successfully in a unified coordinate method (cf. [16, 17, 19]) for solving general fluid flow problems with stationary or moving complex geometries and also in a Lagrangian scheme for gas dynamics (cf. [9]). It is a simple way to be coped with our current implementation of a dimension-by-dimension splitting method described in Section 4 for numerical approximation of multi-dimensional problems. Note that, to avoid any possible confusion that may cause in the above equations, we introduce a new set of notation $\chi_{ji} = \partial_\xi x_i$ as for the unknowns ($N_d^2$ of them in total for $i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_d$) and when combining the mesh-moving relation (5) for $\partial_\xi x_i$ in the problem formulation, we therefore have

$$\frac{\partial \chi_{ji}}{\partial \tau} + \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_j} (-hu_i) = 0 \quad \text{for } i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_d. \tag{12}$$

It is certain that, with a prescribed region of the physical domain for the computation (rectangular or not), the initial grid system and also the initial condition of the above equations can be obtained by a chosen technique from numerical grid generators (cf. [4, 54]) when it is necessary. Once the solutions to (12) are known during a time step, it is an easy manner to compute the various determinants that are required in (10) for the metrics.

In summary, together with the stiffened gas equation of state (2) and the Lagrange-like moving grid condition (5), the model equations we propose to solve compressible homogeneous two-fluid problems consist of the physical part (11) and the geometrical part (12); this gives us totally $N_d^2 + N_d + 4$ equations to be solved in an $N_d$ spatial (logical) domain. Surely, when $h$ approaches to zero, this model reduces to the physical part (11) only. With a model system formulated in this way, there is no difficulty to compute the pressure from the equation of state (4) in the entire computational region at all time.

For the ease of the later reference, this two-fluid model is written in the following form

$$\frac{\partial q}{\partial \tau} + \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} f_j \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_j} q \right) = 0, \tag{13}$$

where in the two-dimensional case $N_d = 2$, for example, the state vector $q$ and the vector-value functions $f_1, f_2$ are defined by

$$q = \left[ \rho J, \rho J u_1, \rho J u_2, EJ, \frac{\rho B}{\gamma - 1} J, \alpha, \chi_{11}, \chi_{12}, \chi_{21}, \chi_{22} \right]^T, \tag{14a}$$

$$f_1 = \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1} (\rho J U_1), \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1} (\rho J u_1 U_1 + p \chi_{22}), \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1} (\rho J u_2 U_1 - p \chi_{21}), \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1} (E J U_1 + p(u_1 \chi_{22} - u_2 \chi_{21})), \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1} \left( \frac{\rho B}{\gamma - 1} J U_1 \right), U_1 \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial \xi_1}, \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1} (-hu_1), \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1} (-hu_2), 0, 0 \right]^T, \tag{14b}$$

and

$$f_2 = \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_2} (\rho J U_2), \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_2} (\rho J u_1 U_2 - p \chi_{12}), \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_2} (\rho J u_2 U_2 + p \chi_{11}), \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_2} (E J U_2 + p(u_2 \chi_{11} - u_1 \chi_{12})), \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_2} \left( \frac{\rho B}{\gamma - 1} J U_2 \right), U_2 \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial \xi_2}, 0, 0, \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_2} (-hu_1), \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_2} (-hu_2) \right]^T. \tag{14c}$$
in a respective manner, with
\[
U_1 = (1 - h)(u_1\chi_{22} - u_2\chi_{21})/J,
\]
\[
U_2 = (1 - h)(u_2\chi_{11} - u_1\chi_{12})/J,
\]
and \( J = \chi_{11}\chi_{22} - \chi_{21}\chi_{22} \). Note that when \( h \neq 1 \), the proposed system is not written in the full conservation form, but is rather a quasi-conservative system of equations. In the special Lagrangian case where \( h = 1 \), however, we have a conservative system where (14b) is simplified to
\[
(15)
\]
and (14c) is simplified to
\[
(16a)
\]
see [9] for an alternative and yet interesting form of the Lagrangian system when the additional constraints:
\[
\frac{\partial \chi_{21}}{\partial \xi_1} = \frac{\partial \chi_{11}}{\partial \xi_2} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\partial \chi_{22}}{\partial \xi_1} = \frac{\partial \chi_{12}}{\partial \xi_2},
\]
are being imposed in the mathematical formulation.

In addition, we use the notations \( \ddot{f}_i \) to denote the flux functions for the conservation laws of (13) in the \( \xi_i \)-direction, yielding
\[
\dot{f}_1 = \left[ 0, -\frac{\partial p\chi_{22}}{\partial \xi_1}, \frac{\partial p\chi_{21}}{\partial \xi_1}, \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1} p(u_1\chi_{22} - u_2\chi_{21}), 0, 0, -\frac{\partial u_1}{\partial \xi_1}, -\frac{\partial u_2}{\partial \xi_1}, 0, 0 \right]^T, \quad (16a)
\]
and (16c) is simplified to
\[
\dot{f}_2 = \left[ 0, -\frac{\partial p\chi_{12}}{\partial \xi_2}, \frac{\partial p\chi_{11}}{\partial \xi_2}, \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_2} p(u_2\chi_{11} - u_1\chi_{12}), 0, 0, 0, -\frac{\partial u_1}{\partial \xi_2}, -\frac{\partial u_2}{\partial \xi_2}, 0, 0 \right]^T, \quad (16b)
\]
see [9] for an alternative and yet interesting form of the Lagrangian system when the additional constraints:
\[
\frac{\partial \chi_{21}}{\partial \xi_1} = \frac{\partial \chi_{11}}{\partial \xi_2} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{\partial \chi_{22}}{\partial \xi_1} = \frac{\partial \chi_{12}}{\partial \xi_2},
\]
are being imposed in the mathematical formulation.

In addition, we use the notations \( \ddot{f}_i \) to denote the flux functions for the conservation laws of (13) in the \( \xi_i \)-direction, yielding
\[
\dot{f}_1 = \left[ \rho JU_1, \rho JU_1 + p\chi_{22}, \rho JU_2U_1 - p\chi_{21}, EJU_1 + p(u_1\chi_{22} - u_2\chi_{21}), \frac{\rho B}{\gamma - 1} - JU_1, \right.
\]
\[
0, -hu_1, -hu_2, 0, 0 \left. \right]^T
\]
for the fluxes in the \( \xi_1 \)-direction, and
\[
\dot{f}_2 = \left[ \rho JU_2, \rho JU_2U_2 - p\chi_{12}, \rho JU_2U_2 + p\chi_{11}, EJU_2 + p(u_2\chi_{11} - u_1\chi_{12}), \frac{\rho B}{\gamma - 1} - JU_2, \right.
\]
\[
0, 0, 0, -hu_1, -hu_2 \left. \right]^T
\]
for the fluxes in the \( \xi_2 \)-direction when \( N_d = 2 \).

### 3 Hyperbolicity of the model equations

To examine the hyperbolicity of (13), it is a common practice to inquire the characteristic structure of the quasi-linear form of the equations
\[
\frac{\partial q}{\partial \tau} + \sum_{j=1}^{N_d} A_j(q) \frac{\partial q}{\partial \xi_j} = 0,
\]
when the proper smoothness of the solutions is assumed. Without loss of generality, we consider the two-dimensional case \( N_d = 2 \) as an example, and so have the state vector \( q \) in (18) defined by (14a) and the matrices \( A_j \) for \( j = 1, 2 \) that are derived from (14b) and (14c), respectively, to be of the form
\[
A_j = [A_{j,1}, A_{j,2}, \ldots, A_{j,9}, A_{j,10}]
\]
with $A_{j,m}$, $m = 1, 2, \ldots, 10$, denoting the $m$th row vector for matrix $A_j$. Here, for matrix $A_1$, we have

$$A_{1,1} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, \frac{(1 - h) \chi_{22}}{J}, \frac{(1 - h) \chi_{21}}{J}, 0, 0, 0, -\rho U_1 \chi_{22}, \rho U_1 \chi_{21}, -\rho U_2 \chi_{22}, \rho U_2 \chi_{21} \end{bmatrix},$$

$$A_{1,2} = \begin{bmatrix} K \chi_{22} - u_1 U_1, u_1(1 - h - \Gamma) \chi_{22} + U_1, -\frac{u_1(1 - h) \chi_{22}}{J} - \frac{u_2 \Gamma \chi_{22}}{J}, \Gamma \chi_{22}, \Gamma \chi_{22} \end{bmatrix},$$

$$\varphi \chi_{22}, -\left( \rho u_1 U_1 + \frac{(p + \rho \mathcal{B}) \chi_{22}}{J} \right) \chi_{22}, \left( \rho u_1 U_2 - \frac{(p + \rho \mathcal{B}) \chi_{12}}{J} \right) \chi_{21} - \rho \mathcal{B},$$

$$A_{1,3} = \begin{bmatrix} -K \chi_{21} - u_2 U_1, u_2(1 - h - \Gamma) \chi_{22} + u_1 \Gamma \chi_{21}, -\frac{u_2(1 - h - \Gamma) \chi_{21}}{J} + U_1, -\frac{\Gamma \chi_{21}}{J}, -\frac{\Gamma \chi_{21}}{J} \end{bmatrix},$$

$$-\varphi \chi_{21}, -\left( \rho u_2 U_1 - \frac{(p + \rho \mathcal{B}) \chi_{21}}{J} \right) \chi_{22}, \left( \rho u_2 U_2 - \frac{(p + \rho \mathcal{B}) \chi_{11}}{J} \right) \chi_{21} - \rho \mathcal{B},$$

$$A_{1,4} = \begin{bmatrix} (K - M) V_1, M \chi_{22} - u_1 U_1 \Gamma, \frac{M \chi_{21}}{J} - u_2 V_1 \Gamma, (1 - h + \Gamma) V_1, \Gamma V_1, \varphi V_1, \end{bmatrix},$$

$$-\rho M \mathcal{B} V_1 \chi_{22}, (\rho M + \rho \mathcal{B}) V_1 \chi_{21}, -(\rho M + \rho \mathcal{B}) V_2 \chi_{22} + \rho \mathcal{B} u_2,$$

$$A_{1,5} = \begin{bmatrix} -\rho U_1 \chi_{22}, \frac{B(1 - h) \chi_{22}}{\Gamma J}, \frac{B(1 - h) \chi_{21}}{\Gamma J}, 0, U_1, 0, -\frac{\rho B U_1 \chi_{22}}{\Gamma}, \frac{\rho B U_1 \chi_{21}}{\Gamma} \end{bmatrix},$$

$$A_{1,6} = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],$$

$$A_{1,7} = \left[ \frac{u_1 h}{\rho J}, \frac{h}{\rho J}, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 \right],$$

$$A_{1,8} = \left[ \frac{u_2 h}{\rho J}, 0, -\frac{h}{\rho J}, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 \right],$$

$$A_{1,9} = 0,$$

$$A_{1,10} = 0,$$

and for matrix $A_2$, we have

$$A_{2,1} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, \frac{(1 - h) \chi_{12}}{J}, \frac{(1 - h) \chi_{11}}{J}, 0, 0, 0, 0, \rho U_1 \chi_{12}, -\rho U_1 \chi_{11}, \rho U_2 \chi_{12}, -\rho U_2 \chi_{11} \end{bmatrix},$$

$$A_{2,2} = \begin{bmatrix} -K \chi_{12} - u_1 U_2, -\frac{u_1(1 - h - \Gamma) \chi_{12}}{J} + U_2, \frac{u_1(1 - h) \chi_{11}}{J} + \frac{u_2 \Gamma \chi_{12}}{J}, -\frac{\Gamma \chi_{12}}{J}, -\frac{\Gamma \chi_{12}}{J} \end{bmatrix},$$

$$-\varphi \chi_{12}, \left( \rho u_1 U_1 + \frac{(p + \rho \mathcal{B}) \chi_{12}}{J} \right) \chi_{12}, -\left( \rho u_1 U_1 + \frac{(p + \rho \mathcal{B}) \chi_{11}}{J} \right) \chi_{11} + \rho \mathcal{B},$$

$$\left( \rho u_1 U_2 - \frac{(p + \rho \mathcal{B}) \chi_{12}}{J} \right) \chi_{12}, -\left( \rho u_1 U_2 - \frac{(p + \rho \mathcal{B}) \chi_{11}}{J} \right) \chi_{11}.$$
\[ A_{2,3} = \left[ \frac{K \chi_{11}}{J} - u_2 U_2, -\frac{u_2 (1 - h) \chi_{12}}{J} - \frac{u_1 \Gamma \chi_{11}}{J}, \frac{u_2 (1 - h - \Gamma) \chi_{11}}{J} + U_2, -\frac{\Gamma \chi_{11}}{J}, -\frac{\Gamma \chi_{11}}{J}, \right], \]

\[ A_{2,4} = \left[ (K - M) V_2, -\frac{M \chi_{12}}{J} - u_1 V_2 \Gamma, -\frac{M \chi_{11}}{J} - u_2 V_2 \Gamma, -(1 - h + \Gamma) V_2, 0, \varphi V_2, \right], \]

\[ A_{2,5} = \left[ -\frac{B U_2}{\Gamma}, -\frac{B (1 - h) \chi_{12}}{\Gamma J}, -\frac{B (1 - h) \chi_{11}}{\Gamma J}, 0, U_2, 0, -\frac{\rho B U_1 \chi_{12}}{\Gamma J}, -\frac{\rho B U_1 \chi_{11}}{\Gamma J}, \right], \]

\[ A_{2,6} = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, U_2, 0, 0, 0, 0], \]

\[ A_{2,7} = 0, \]

\[ A_{2,8} = 0, \]

\[ A_{2,9} = \left[ \frac{u_1 h}{\rho J}, -\frac{h}{\rho J}, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 \right], \]

\[ A_{2,10} = \left[ \frac{u_2 h}{\rho J}, 0, -\frac{h}{\rho J}, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 \right]. \]

Note that in the above matrix entries we have used the following notations for abbreviation: \( \Gamma = \gamma - 1, K = \Gamma (u_1^2 + \omega^2) / 2, M = (1 - h) E / \rho, V_1 = \vec{u} \cdot \nabla \vec{x}_1 = (u_1 \chi_{22} - u_2 \chi_{21}) / J, V_2 = \vec{u} \cdot \nabla \vec{x}_2 = (u_2 \chi_{11} - u_1 \chi_{12}) / J, \) and \( \varphi = -\Gamma (p + \rho_0 B_1) / (\gamma_1 - 1) - (p + \rho_0 B_2) / (\gamma_2 - 1) \).

Before proceeding further, we recall that, for any given \( N_d \), a nonlinear system of partial differential equations of the form (13) is said to be (strongly) hyperbolic if any linear combination of the matrices \( A_j \) for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_d \) appearing in (18) has (i) real eigenvalues and (ii) a complete set of linearly independent right eigenvectors. It is said to be weakly hyperbolic if (i) is satisfied but (ii) is not fulfilled due to the presence of a Jordan block (cf. [13, 23]).

Now let \( \vec{n}_j = \nabla \vec{x}_j / |\nabla \vec{x}_j| = \left( n_j^{(1)}, n_j^{(2)} \right) \) be the unit normal vector to the \( \xi_j \)-direction, and let \( \vec{t}_j = \left( t_j^{(1)}, t_j^{(2)} \right) = \left( -n_j^{(2)}, n_j^{(1)} \right) \) be the respective unit transverse vector. Then the velocity vector \( \vec{u} \) in the Cartesian coordinate can be projected into the local \( \vec{n}_j \) and \( \vec{t}_j \) coordinate as \( \vec{u} = v_j \vec{n}_j + \omega_j \vec{t}_j \), where \( v_j = \vec{u} \cdot \vec{n}_j \) is the component in the \( \vec{n}_j \)-direction and \( \omega_j = \vec{u} \cdot \vec{t}_j \) is the component in the \( \vec{t}_j \)-direction.

With these definitions, the eigenvalues \( \lambda_j \) of matrix \( A_j \) for \( j = 1, 2 \) can be computed in a standard way (cf. [52]), and the results for the general moving grid case, \( h \neq 0 \), are

\[ \lambda_{j,0} = 0 \] (algebraic multiplicity 4),

\[ \lambda_{j,1} = U_j - c |\nabla \vec{x}_j| \] (algebraic multiplicity 1),

\[ \lambda_{j,2} = U_j \] (algebraic multiplicity 4),

\[ \lambda_{j,3} = U_j + c |\nabla \vec{x}_j| \] (algebraic multiplicity 1),

where \( c = \sqrt{\gamma (p + \rho_0) / \rho} \) is the speed of sound of the fluid. Note that in this work we assume that the thermodynamic description of the materials of interest is limited by the stability requirement that the speed of sound \( c \) belongs to a set of real numbers, and so all the eigenvalues \( \lambda_j \) that appear in (19) are real for \( j = 1, 2 \).
In the current instance, with the help of a symbolic algebra software such as Maple, the corresponding right eigenvectors for matrix $A_1$ are: for $\lambda_{1,1}$,

$$r_{1,1} = \begin{bmatrix} 1, u_1 - n_1^{(1)} c_1^{(-)}, u_2 - n_1^{(2)} c_1^{(-)}, H - v_1 c_1^{(-)} - \frac{ph_2^{(-)}}{\rho}, B \Gamma, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

for $\lambda_{1,2}$,

$$r_{1,2} = \begin{bmatrix} 1, u_1, u_2, \frac{K}{\Gamma}, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

$$r_{1,3} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, U_1 t_1^{(1)}, U_1 t_1^{(2)}, \omega_1 U_1, 0, 0, \frac{hn_1^{(2)}}{\rho J}, -\frac{hn_1^{(1)}}{\rho J}, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

$$r_{1,4} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

$$r_{1,5} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, 0, 0, \frac{\varphi J}{\Gamma}, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

for $\lambda_{1,3}$,

$$r_{1,6} = \begin{bmatrix} 1, u_1 + n_1^{(1)} c_1^{(+)}, u_2 + n_1^{(2)} c_1^{(+)}, H + v_1 c_1^{(+)} + \frac{ph_2^{(+)}}{\rho}, B \Gamma, 0, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

and for $\lambda_{1,0}$,

$$r_{1,7} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

$$r_{1,8} = \begin{bmatrix} 1, u_1, u_2, \frac{E}{\rho}, 0, 0, \frac{\lambda_{11}}{\rho J}, \frac{\lambda_{12}}{\rho J}, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T.$$

Moreover, the right eigenvectors for matrix $A_2$ are: for $\lambda_{2,1}$,

$$r_{2,1} = \begin{bmatrix} 1, u_1 - n_2^{(1)} c_2^{(-)}, u_2 - n_2^{(2)} c_2^{(-)}, H - v_2 c_2^{(-)} - \frac{ph_2^{(-)}}{\rho}, B \Gamma, 0, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

for $\lambda_{2,2}$,

$$r_{2,2} = \begin{bmatrix} 1, u_1, u_2, \frac{K}{\Gamma}, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

$$r_{2,3} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, U_2 t_2^{(1)}, U_2 t_2^{(2)}, \omega_2 U_2, 0, 0, 0, \frac{hn_2^{(2)}}{\rho J}, -\frac{hn_2^{(1)}}{\rho J} \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

$$r_{2,4} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

$$r_{2,5} = \begin{bmatrix} 0, 0, 0, \frac{\varphi J}{\Gamma}, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

for $\lambda_{2,3}$,

$$r_{2,6} = \begin{bmatrix} 1, u_1 + n_2^{(1)} c_2^{(+)}, u_2 + n_2^{(2)} c_2^{(+)}, H + v_2 c_2^{(+)} + \frac{ph_2^{(+)}}{\rho}, B \Gamma, 0, 0, 0, 0 \end{bmatrix}^T.$$
and for $\lambda_{2,0}$,
\[
\begin{align*}
    r_{2,7} &= [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, \chi_{11}, \chi_{12}]^T, \\
    r_{2,8} &= [1, u_1, u_2, E, 0, 0, 0, 0, \frac{\chi_{21}}{\rho J}, \frac{\chi_{22}}{\rho J}]^T.
\end{align*}
\]
Here we have $c_j^{(\pm)} = c(1 \pm h\beta_j^{(\pm)})$, $\beta_j^{(-)} = c|\nabla \xi_j|/(\lambda_j + ch|\nabla \xi_j|)$, and $\beta_j^{(+)} = c|\nabla \xi_j|/(\lambda_j - ch|\nabla \xi_j|)$ for $j = 1, 2$.

From the above, it is easy to observe that in either case the geometric multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue $\lambda_{1,0}$ or $\lambda_{2,0}$ is 2, but is not 4, yielding two missing eigenvectors for matrices $A_1$ and $A_2$ (this is not surprising however because there are two null vectors in each of these matrices). In addition, in case the contravariant velocity $U_j$ in the $\xi_j$-direction is happened to be zero which would occur in particular when $h = 1$ or $\vec{u} = 0$ as seen from (15), we loss another eigenvector for matrix $A_j$ because the two previously linearly independent eigenvectors $r_{j,3}$ and $r_{j,7}$ becomes parallel to each other. In view of this fact that, we conclude that our two-fluid model in the generalized Lagrangian coordinate (13) is only weakly hyperbolic in two dimensions; this can be shown to be true in any $N_d$ space dimension, with the exception of $N_d = 1$ (cf. [16, 17]). A more detailed discussion about the mathematical significance of the loss of strong hyperbolicity for the Lagrangian gas dynamics system in two dimensions is given in [9], for example. Surely, in the Eulerian case, $h = 0$, where the basic motion of the flow is governed by (11), our model system can be shown to be of (strongly) hyperbolic type that satisfies all the requirement mentioned above, irrespective of the number of space dimension.

### 4 Wave propagation methods

To find approximate solutions of our homogeneous two-fluid flow model (13) in a generalized coordinate that contains spatially varying metrics in the flux functions of the physical conservation laws, we use a flux-based wave decomposition method developed by Bale et al. [2, 40] with the dimensional-splitting technique incorporated in the method for multidimensional problems. This method is a variant of the standard wave-propagation scheme [26, 48] in that we solve one-dimensional Riemann problems at each cell interface as usual, but rather than using the resulting jumps of the state variables moving at constant speeds to update the solutions in neighboring grid cells, we use the resulting jumps of fluxes for that instead, which has shown (cf. [2]) to be a much more accurate approach than the former one for a class of hyperbolic problems with spatially varying fluxes (this is the type of problems concerned here).

To explain the basic idea of the method, we consider the two-dimensional case $N_d = 2$ as an example, and so in a simple dimensional-splitting approach the equations to be solved
\[
\frac{\partial q}{\partial \tau} + f_1 \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1}, q \right) + f_2 \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_2}, q \right) = 0
\]
with $q$, $f_1$ and $f_2$ defined by (14a), (14b), and (14c), respectively, are split into a sequence of one-dimensional problems as
\[
\begin{align*}
    \xi_1\text{-sweeps:} & \quad \frac{\partial q}{\partial \tau} + f_1 \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1}, q \right) = 0, \quad (20a) \\
    \xi_2\text{-sweeps:} & \quad \frac{\partial q}{\partial \tau} + f_2 \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_2}, q \right) = 0. \quad (20b)
\end{align*}
\]
Assuming a uniform rectangular grid with a fixed mesh spacing $\Delta \xi_1$ in the $\xi_1$-direction and $\Delta \xi_2$ in the $\xi_2$-direction that discretizes a logical domain as illustrated in Fig. 2, for instance. The method uses a
standard finite-volume formulation in which the approximate value $Q_{ij}^n$ of the cell average of the solution over the $(i, j)$th grid cell at time $\tau_n$ can be written as

$$Q_{ij}^n \approx \frac{1}{\Delta \xi_1 \Delta \xi_2} \int_{C_{ij}} q(\xi_1, \xi_2, \tau_n) \, d\xi_1 \, d\xi_2,$$

where $C_{ij}$ denotes the rectangular region occupied by the grid cell $(i, j)$. Note that in the algorithm the numerical solution on the rectangular grid cell $C_{ij}$ in the logical domain gives distinctively the result on the mapped quadrilateral grid cell $\hat{C}_{ij}$ in the physical domain for all the grid cell $(i, j)$.

In this numerical setup, a dimensional-splitting (or called Godunov-splitting) version of the first-order wave-propagation method in two dimensions can be written as

\begin{align}
Q_{ij}^n &= Q_{ij}^0 - \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta \xi_1} \left[ (A_i^+ \Delta Q)_{i-1/2,j}^n + (A_i^- \Delta Q)_{i+1/2,j}^n \right], \\
Q_{ij}^{n+1} &= Q_{ij}^* - \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta \xi_2} \left[ (A_j^+ \Delta Q)^*_{i,j-1/2} + (A_j^- \Delta Q)^*_{i,j+1/2} \right].
\end{align}

(21a) (21b)

Here in the $\xi_1$-sweeps we start with cell average $Q_{ij}^n$ at time $\tau_n$ and solve (20a) along each row of cells $C_{ij}$ with $j$ fixed, updating $Q_{ij}^n$ to $Q_{ij}^*$ by the use of (21a) with the fluctuations

$$\left( A_i^+ \Delta Q \right)_{i-1/2,j}^n = \sum_{m: (\lambda_1, m)^n_{i-1/2,j} > 0} (Z_{1,m})_{i-1/2,j}^n$$

and

$$\left( A_i^- \Delta Q \right)_{i+1/2,j}^n = \sum_{m: (\lambda_1, m)^n_{i+1/2,j} < 0} (Z_{1,m})_{i+1/2,j}^n,$$

where $(\lambda_1, m)^n_{i-1/2,j}$ and $(Z_{1,m})^n_{i-1/2,j}$ are in turn the wave speed and the $f$-waves (the flux-based wave decomposition) for the $m$th family of the solutions obtained from solving the one-dimensional Riemann problems in the direction normal to the cell interface between $C_{i-1,j}$ and $C_{ij}$ with $Q_{i-1,j}^n$ and $Q_{ij}^n$ as initial data, see Section 5 for the details. Then in the $\xi_2$-sweeps we can use the $Q_{ij}^*$ values as data for solving (20b) along each column of cells $C_{ij}$ with $i$ fixed, which gives us the solution of the next time step $Q_{ij}^{n+1}$ from (21b) with the fluctuations

$$\left( A_j^+ \Delta Q \right)_{i,j-1/2}^* = \sum_{m: (\lambda_2, m)^n_{i,j-1/2} > 0} (Z_{2,m})_{i,j-1/2}^n.$$
and
\[(A^o_2 \Delta Q)_{i,j+1/2}^* = \sum_{m: (\lambda_{2,m})_{i,j+1/2} < 0} (Z_{2,m})_{i,j+1/2}^*.\]

It is clear that this method belongs to a class of upwind schemes, and is stable when the typical CFL (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy) condition:
\[\nu = \frac{\Delta \tau \max_m (\lambda_{1,m}, \lambda_{2,m})}{\min(\Delta \xi_1, \Delta \xi_2)} \leq 1, \quad (22)\]
is satisfied (cf. [11, 25, 26]). Moreover, it is not difficult to show that the method is quasi-conservative in the sense that when applying the method to (13) not only the conservation laws but also the transport equations are approximated in a consistent manner by the method.

To extend this splitting method to a high-resolution version (i.e., second-order accurate on smooth solutions, and sharp and monotone profiles on discontinuous solutions), it is a common practice to modify (21a) and (21b), in a respective manner, as
\[Q^n_{ij} = Q^n_{ij} - \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta \xi_1} \left[ (A_{1}^o \Delta Q)_{i-1/2,j}^n + (A_{2}^o \Delta Q)_{i+1/2,j}^n \right] - \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta \xi_1} \left[ (\tilde{F}_1)_{i+1/2,j}^n - (\tilde{F}_1)_{i-1/2,j}^n \right]\]
and
\[Q^{n+1}_{ij} = Q^n_{ij} - \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta \xi_2} \left[ (A_{2}^o \Delta Q)_{i,j-1/2}^* + (A_{2}^o \Delta Q)_{i,j+1/2}^* \right] - \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta \xi_2} \left[ (\tilde{F}_2)_{i,j+1/2}^* - (\tilde{F}_2)_{i,j-1/2}^* \right],\]
where the add in correction terms such as \((\tilde{F}_1)_{i-1/2,j}^n\) and \((\tilde{F}_2)_{i,j-1/2}^*\), for example, written in view of the \(f\)-waves approach with \(m_w\) wave family in total may have the form
\[\tilde{F}_1_{i-1/2,j}^n = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{m_w} \left[ \text{sign} (\lambda_{1,m}) \left( 1 - \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta \xi_1} |\lambda_{1,m}| \right) \tilde{Z}_{1,m} \right]_{i-1/2,j}^n\]
and
\[\tilde{F}_2_{i,j-1/2}^* = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=1}^{m_w} \left[ \text{sign} (\lambda_{2,m}) \left( 1 - \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta \xi_2} |\lambda_{2,m}| \right) \tilde{Z}_{2,m} \right]_{i,j-1/2}^*\]
see [2, 26] for more expositions. Note that \(\tilde{Z}_{i,m}\) is a limited value of \(Z_{i,m}\) obtained by comparing \(Z_{i,m}\) with the corresponding \(Z_{i,m}\) from the neighboring Riemann problem to the left (if \(\lambda_{i,m} > 0\)) or to the right (if \(\lambda_{i,m} < 0\)) for \(\xi = 1, 2\).

To end this section, we want to mention that the extension of this wave propagation method from two to three space dimensions can be done in a straightforward manner when the solutions of one-dimensional Riemann problems in each dimensional-sweep can be computed readily (cf. [17]).

5 Riemann problem and approximate solutions

To determine the aforementioned wave speeds and fluctuations in the wave-propagation methods, we need to solve one-dimensional Riemann problems in direction normal to each cell interfaces. If we consider the case between cells \(C_{i-1,j}\) and \(C_{i,j}\) as illustrated in Fig. 2, for example, it would be a standard one when we define the normal Riemann problem to this face as a Cauchy problem that consists of the equations (20a) with the piecewise constant initial data
\[q(\xi_1,0) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} Q^n_{i-1,j} & \text{if } \xi_1 < \langle \xi_1 \rangle_{i-1/2}, \\ Q^n_{ij} & \text{if } \xi_1 > \langle \xi_1 \rangle_{i-1/2}. \end{array} \right. \quad (23)\]
In this instance, from (20a) it is easy to observe that all the flux functions for the conservation laws, i.e., \( f_i \) given in (17a), of the Riemann problem bears some relations to the time-independent part of the geometric variables \( \chi_{21} = \partial_{\xi_2} x_1 \) and \( \chi_{22} = \partial_{\xi_2} x_2 \), while there is no relation for any of them to the remaining time-dependent geometric variables \( \chi_{11} = \partial_{\xi_1} x_1 \) and \( \chi_{12} = \partial_{\xi_1} x_2 \). With this in mind, it should be sensible (cf. [2, 17, 18, 19, 36, 37]) to put the original Riemann problem into a new generalized form as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial q_i}{\partial \tau} + f_i \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1} q_{i-1,j} \right) &= 0 & \text{if } \xi_1 < (\xi_1)_{i-1/2}, \\
\frac{\partial q_i}{\partial \tau} + f_i \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_1} q_{ij} \right) &= 0 & \text{if } \xi_1 > (\xi_1)_{i-1/2},
\end{align*}
\]

for the equations and (23) for the initial data as before. Here in the above we have used a cell-average approach where \( q \) and \( f_i(\partial_{\xi_1}, q) \) are discretized to yield a new function \( q_{ij} = q(\chi_{21}, \chi_{22}) \) and \( f_i(\partial_{\xi_1}, q) = f_i(\partial_{\xi_1}, q)|_{(\chi_{21}, \chi_{22})_{ij}} \), respectively, that holds throughout the grid cell \( C_{ij} \).

We note that as to the normal-direction \((\bar{n}_1)_{i-1/2,j} = (\nabla \chi_{22}/|\nabla \chi_{22}|)_{i-1/2,j}\) to the cell interface \((\xi_1)_{i-1/2}\) which should be a constant vector with unit length in this Riemann problem, we use the relation

\[
(\bar{n}_1)_{i-1/2,j} = (\bar{\chi}_{22}, -\bar{\chi}_{21})/\bar{S}
\]

for that, where \( \bar{z} = (z_{i-1,j} + z_{ij})/2 \) is the average value of \( z_{i-1,j} \) and \( z_{ij} \) for \( z = \chi_{21}, \chi_{22} \), and \( \bar{S} = \sqrt{\chi_{21}^2 + \chi_{22}^2} \) is the Euclidean distance of the vector \((\bar{\chi}_{22}, -\bar{\chi}_{21})\) in two dimensions. With that, the transverse-direction to this cell interface is taken to be \((\bar{n}_1)_{i-1/2,j} = (\bar{\chi}_{21}, \bar{\chi}_{22})/\bar{S}\).

Recall that, for the single component case with the ideal gas law, it has been demonstrated by Hui and coworkers [17, 19] that with a reasonable set of the initial data solutions of this generalized Riemann problem exist that consist of the classical self-similar solutions such as shock waves, rarefaction waves, and contact discontinuities, for gas dynamics, and an additional stationary discontinuity at the cell interface (to be called a cell-edge discontinuity below) where there are only jumps on the geometric variables but are uniform on the physical flow variables across it, see Fig. 3 for an illustration of the basic solution structure. As a consequence, in their work, they are able to take the usual procedures as if there is no such a cell-edge discontinuity to the construction of the exact solution for the Riemann problem, see [18] also for more discussion when the shallow water equations are involved in the problem formulation.

Due to the possible loss of strong hyperbolicity of the proposed model, see Section 3, which would lead to numerical difficulties in using a linearized Riemann solver based on eigenvector decomposition of state variables (cf. [38, 55]), in the current work with the homogeneous two-fluid model (13) and the stiffened gas equation of state (2), we are interested in a popular shock-only (or called two-shock) approach (cf. [6]) that ignores the possibility of rarefaction waves and simply build a solution in which each pair of the states is connected along the Hugoniot locus for a shock. To simplify the notation in the following discussion, we denote \( z_L = z^n_{i-1,j} \) and \( z_R = z^n_{ij} \) as being the Riemann data for a state variable \( z \) on the left and right of the cell interface, respectively. We then write the rotated velocity components of the Riemann data in the normal- and transverse-direction to the cell interface as \( v_{i} = \bar{u}_i \cdot (\bar{n}_1)_{i-1/2,j} \) and \( \omega_i = \bar{u}_i \cdot (\bar{n}_1)_{i-1/2,j} \), in an respective manner, for \( i = L \) or \( R \).

As in the standard Riemann problem on general quadrilateral grids (cf. [3, 26]), the key step in this shock-only approach is to find the midstate \((v_{mL}, p_m)\) in the \( v-p \) phase plane so that it can connect to \((v_L, p_L)\) by a 1-shock, and to \((v_R, p_R)\) by a 3-shock. For that, this amounts to solving the following nonlinear equation in an iterative manner for the pressure \( p_m \):

\[
\psi(p_m) = v_{mR}(p_m) - v_{mL}(p_m) = 0.
\]

Here \( v_{mL} \) and \( v_{mR} \) are the velocities defined by connecting the states along the 1-shock and 3-shock
linear rate \[22\]. For gas dynamics, it is a common practice to set the iteration scheme as follows,

\[ \partial_t q_{i-1,j} + f_1 (\partial_{\xi_1}, q_{i-1,j}) = 0 \]

\[ \partial_t q_{ij} + f_1 (\partial_{\xi_1}, q_{ij}) = 0 \]

Note that (28) and (29) are as a result derived from the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions across the contact and the cell-edge discontinuities. Note that there are only jumps in the geometric variables across the cell-edge discontinuity that separates the constant states \( q_{mL} \) and \( q_{mR} \). In a shock-only approximate Riemann solver, the rarefaction wave is replaced by an entropy-violating shock.

curves, respectively,

\[ v_{mL}(p) = v_L - \frac{p - p_L}{M_L(p)} \quad v_{mR}(p) = v_R + \frac{p - p_R}{M_R(p)} \] (27)

with \( M_i \) denoting the Lagrangian shock speed, for \( i = L \) or \( R \). In the current application of the pressure law (2), we may compute \( M_i \) quite easily by evaluating the formula

\[ M_i^2(p) = C_i^2 \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{\gamma_i + 1}{2 \gamma_i} \right) \left( \frac{p + p_m}{p + p_0} - 1 \right) \right] \] (28)

where \( C_i = \rho_i c_i \) is the Lagrangian sound speed, and \( \rho_{mi} \) is the midstate density on the \( i \) side,

\[ \rho_{mi}(p) = \left[ \frac{1}{p_{m-1}} - \frac{p - p_i}{M_i^2(p)} \right]^{-1} \] (29)

Note that (28) and (29) are as a result derived from the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions across the shock waves (cf. \[8, 17, 19\]).

When applying a standard root-finding approach such as the secant method to (26), we have a 2-step iteration scheme as follows,

\[ p_m^{(k+1)} = p_m^{(k)} - \frac{p_m^{(k)} - p_n^{(k-1)}}{v_m^{(k)} - v_m^{(k-1)} + v_m^{(k)} - v_m^{(k-1)}} \left[ v_m^{(k)} - v_{mL}^{(k)} \right], \] (30)

where \( v_m^{(k)} = v_{mL}^{(k)} \) for \( i = L \) or \( R \), and \( k = 1, 2, \ldots \) (until convergence). With a suitable choice of the starting values \( p_m^{(0)} \) and \( p_m^{(1)} \), method (30) typically converges to the exact solution \( p_m \) at a super linear rate \[22\]. For gas dynamics, it is a common practice to set \( p_m^{(0)} \) and \( p_m^{(1)} \) by

\[ p_m^{(0)} = \frac{p_R C_L + p_L C_R - (v_R - v_L) C_L C_R}{C_L + C_R}, \]

\[ p_m^{(1)} = \frac{p_R M_L^{(0)} + p_L M_R^{(0)} - (v_R - v_L) M_L^{(0)} M_R^{(0)}}{M_L^{(0)} + M_R^{(0)}}, \] (31)
where $M_i^{(0)} = M_i \left[ \rho_m^{(0)} \right]$. Having that, we may assign $v_{mL}^{(0)}$ and $v_{mR}^{(0)}$ by

$$v_{mL}^{(0)} = v_L - \frac{p_m^{(0)} - p_L}{C_L}, \quad v_{mR}^{(0)} = v_R + \frac{p_m^{(0)} - p_R}{C_R},$$

and $v_{mL}^{(1)}$ and $v_{mR}^{(1)}$ according to (27). After a satisfactory convergence of the scheme, $v_m$ can then be calculated based on the formula:

$$v_m = \frac{p_L - p_R + v_L M_L(p_m) + v_R M_R(p_m)}{M_L(p_m) + M_R(p_m)}.$$

Figure 3 illustrates a typical solution structure of the present two-fluid generalized Riemann problem. Clearly, in a two-shock approximate solver, we replace the leftward-going 1-rarefaction wave by a 1-shock, and so the solution would consist of four discontinuities moving at constant speeds. Here the propagation speed of each discontinuity is determined by

$$\begin{align*}
(\lambda_{1,0})_{i-1/2,j} &= 0, \\
(\lambda_{1,1})_{i-1/2,j} &= \left[ (1-h)v_m - \frac{M_L(p_m)}{\rho_m L(p_m)} \right] |\nabla \xi_2|_{i-1/2,j}, \\
(\lambda_{1,2})_{i-1/2,j} &= (1-h)v_m |\nabla \xi_1|_{i-1/2,j}, \\
(\lambda_{1,3})_{i-1/2,j} &= \left[ (1-h)v_m + \frac{M_R(p_m)}{\rho_m R(p_m)} \right] |\nabla \xi_2|_{i-1/2,j},
\end{align*}$$

(32)

where $|\nabla \xi_2|_{i-1/2,j}$ is a scale factor for the wave speed which can be taken as an average value based on $|\nabla \xi_1|_L$ and $|\nabla \xi_1|_R$, for example. We note that the zero th- and the second-wave families, i.e., the case with speeds $\lambda_{1,0}$ and $\lambda_{1,2}$, respectively, would correspond to the linearly degenerate field such as the cell-edge and contact discontinuities, and the remaining wave families, i.e., the case with speeds $\lambda_{1,1}$ and $\lambda_{1,3}$, would correspond to the genuinely nonlinear field such as the shock waves and rarefactions (cf. [51]).

To define the jumps across each of these discontinuities, in a spatially varying fluxes case as the one considered here, it is known (cf. [2, 40]) to have the advantage of using a variant of the flux-based wave decomposition approach in that the flux difference $\tilde{f}_i(Q_R) - \tilde{f}_i(Q_L)$ (see (17a) for the definition of $\tilde{f}_i$) is decomposed into a sum of the difference between the fluxes to the left and right of the discontinuity,

$$\tilde{f}_i(Q_R) - \tilde{f}_i(Q_L) = \sum_{m=0}^3 (Z_{i,m})_{i-1/2,j},$$

where in the wave configuration shown in Fig. 3, for example, we have

$$\begin{align*}
(Z_{1,0})_{i-1/2,j} &= \tilde{f}_1(q_{mL}) - \tilde{f}_1(q_{mL}^-), \\
(Z_{1,1})_{i-1/2,j} &= \tilde{f}_1(q_{mL}^-) - \tilde{f}_1(q_{mL}), \\
(Z_{1,2})_{i-1/2,j} &= \tilde{f}_1(q_{mL}) - \tilde{f}_1(q_{mL}^+), \\
(Z_{1,3})_{i-1/2,j} &= \tilde{f}_1(Q_R) - \tilde{f}_1(q_{mR}),
\end{align*}$$

(33)

with a modification on the sixth-component of the second-wave family (i.e., for the contact discontinuity) as

$$(Z_{i,2}^{(6)})_{i-1/2,j} = (\lambda_{1,2})_{i-1/2,j} (\alpha_R - \alpha_L)$$

that takes account of the effect due to the non-conservative transport equation for the volume fraction when $h \neq 1$. Note that in (33) $\tilde{f}_1(q_{mL})$ is calculated using the data: $\rho_{mL}, v_m, \omega_L, \rho_m, \gamma_L, B_L, p_0L.$
\((\chi_1)_L, (\chi_2)_L, \tilde{f}_l(q_m^L)\) is calculated using the data: \(\rho_{mL}, v_m, \omega_L, p_m, \gamma_L, B_L, p_{0L}, (\chi_1)_R, (\chi_2)_R, \) and \(\tilde{f}_l(q_{mR})\) is calculated using the data: \(\rho_{mR}, v_m, \omega_R, p_m, \gamma_R, B_R, p_{0R}, (\chi_1)_R, (\chi_2)_R.\) As usual, wave propagation methods are based on using these propagating discontinuities to update the cell averages in the cells neighboring to each interface, see Section 4.

As a final remark, when a more general equation of state (cf. [7, 46]) is included in the problem formulation, due to the complexity that is involved to find the midstate \((v_m, p_m)\), this shock-only solver may not be an effective one to be used for the numerical resolution of the Riemann problem. The development of a simpler HLL-type (cf. [14, 55]) or Roe-type (cf. [36, 37, 38]) solver for the proposed generalized Riemann problem would become necessary; this is the subject to be discussed in a sequel paper elsewhere.

6 Numerical results

We now present some sample numerical results obtained using our algorithm described in Sections 4 and 5 for single- and two-component inviscid compressible flow problems in one and two space dimensions. Without stated otherwise, we have carried out all the tests using the Courant number \(\nu = 0.5\) defined by (22), the grid-movement parameter \(h = 0.99\), and the minmod limiter in the high-resolution version of the finite-volume method based on \(f\)-wave formulation. The material-dependent parameters in the stiffened gas equation of state (2) are set to be \((\gamma, \rho_0, B) = (1.4, 1.2 kg/m^3, 0)\) and \((4.4, 10^3 kg/m^3, 2.64 \times 10^8 (m/s)^2)\) for the gas- and liquid-phase (i.e., for the air and water), respectively. For comparison purposes, we have also included Eulerian results when \(h = 0\) is employed in the method to the problems.

6.1 One-dimensional case

Example 6.1.1. To begin with, we consider a two-component version of the Lax Riemann problem where a variant of this problem in the single component case is one of the popular tests for numerical validation of a Lagrangian-type scheme (cf. [9, 43]). Initially, on the left when \(x_1 \in [0, 0.5]\), we have the perfect gas with the state variables
\[
(\rho, u_1, p, \gamma, B, \alpha)_L = (0.445, 0.698, 3.528, 1.4, 0, 1),
\]
while on the right when \(x_1 \in [0.5, 1]\), we have a different perfect gas with the state variables
\[
(\rho, u_1, p, \gamma, B, \alpha)_R = (0.5, 0, 0.571, 1.2, 0, 0).
\]
The exact solution of this problem consists of a leftward-going rarefaction wave, a rightward-going contact discontinuity, and a shock wave.

Figure 4 shows numerical results for the density, velocity, and pressure at time \(t = 0.14\) with a 100 mesh points. From the figure, it is easy to observe a sharper resolution of the contact discontinuity, when the density profile is in comparison with the one obtained using the Eulerian \(h = 0\) version of the method. In addition, the shock and rarefaction waves are in good agreement with the exact solution as well. To demonstrate the time variation of the physical grid coordinates generated by our algorithm, in Fig. 5 we display a sample of them at eleven different times \(t = i \times 0.014\), for \(i = 0, 1, \ldots, 10\). The dynamic movement of the grid system is clearly seen. It should be noted that each little dashed lines displayed in that graph gives a cell-center location of the grid at a specific output time. Here the non-reflecting outflow boundaries are used on the left and right computational domain.

Example 6.1.2. To see how our algorithm works for complex wave interactions, we are concerned with a model single-component (gas-phase only) problem studied by Woodward and Colella [56, 57]. In
Figure 4: Numerical results for a two-component Lax Riemann problem at time $t = 0.14$. The solid line is the exact solution, and the dotted and triangular points are the computed solutions obtained using two different grid-movement parameters $h = 0$ and $h = 0.99$, respectively, with a 100 mesh points.

Figure 5: Physical grid coordinates for the generalized Lagrangian run shown in Fig. 4 at eleven different times $t = i \times 0.014$, for $i = 0, 1, \ldots, 10$. Each little dashed line displayed in the graph gives a cell-center location of the grid system at a specific output time.

In this problem, the initial condition consists of three constant states with data

$$
\left( \begin{array}{c}
\rho \\
u_1 \\
p
\end{array} \right)_L = \left( \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
0 \\
10^3
\end{array} \right), \quad \left( \begin{array}{c}
\rho \\
u_1 \\
p
\end{array} \right)_M = \left( \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
0 \\
10^{-2}
\end{array} \right), \quad \left( \begin{array}{c}
\rho \\
u_1 \\
p
\end{array} \right)_R = \left( \begin{array}{c}
1 \\
0 \\
10^2
\end{array} \right),
$$

where $L$ is the state used for $x_1 \in [0, 0.1)$, $M$ is the state used for $x_1 \in [0.1, 0.9)$, and $R$ is the state used for $x_1 \in [0.9, 1]$. Here there are two solid walls at the left and right boundaries.

In this setup, it is known that, after breaking the membranes at $x = 0.1$ and 0.9, a shock wave, contact discontinuity, and rarefaction wave develop at each discontinuity individually. As time progresses, the shock waves move toward each other and then collide, yielding a new contact discontinuity from the collision. Further collisions then occur, see [27, 56] for a complete wave pattern of this problem in the space-time plane.

To solve this problem numerically, we use a 200 mesh points, and perform the computation in the same manner as in Example 6.1.1. In Fig. 6, the density, velocity, and pressure are presented at three different times $t = 0.016$, 0.032, and 0.038. From there, we again observe a sensible improvement of the contact discontinuities, especially, the emergent one after the head-on collision of the initial shock waves, when they are in comparison with the Eulerian results. Besides, we find good resolution of the
6.2 Two-dimensional case

Example 6.2.1. As a first example, we consider a single-component two-dimensional Riemann problem, i.e., Configuration 4 studied by Schulz-Rinne et al. [42]. In this case, the initial condition is composed of four shock waves with the data in the four quadrants given by

\[
\begin{align*}
(\rho, u_1, u_2, p)_1 &= (1.1, 0, 0, 1.1), \\
(\rho, u_1, u_2, p)_2 &= (0.5065, 0.8939, 0, 0.35), \\
(\rho, u_1, u_2, p)_3 &= (1.1, 0.8939, 0.8939, 1.1), \\
(\rho, u_1, u_2, p)_4 &= (0.5065, 0, 0.8939, 0.35).
\end{align*}
\]

Here, the fluid component is a perfect gas throughout the whole unit square domain, and the boundary conditions are non-reflecting on all sides. Note that this problem has been used as a benchmark test to verify a cell-by-cell adaptive mesh Lagrangian scheme proposed by Morrell [35].

Numerical results for a sample run of this problem with two different grid-movement parameters \( h = 0 \) and 0.99 are shown in Fig. 8, where contour plots of the density and pressure, and the physical grid system are presented at time \( t = 0.2 \) with a 200 \( \times \) 200 grid. From the figure, it is interesting to see that the collisions between the initial shock waves creates an oval shape region bounded by the incident and reflected shock waves. When we make a comparison of our results with the one appeared in Fig. 6 of [42], for instance, (which was done using a state-of-the-art second order Eulerian method with a 400 \( \times \) 400 grids), we find notably a better resolution of our generalized result than the Eulerian one for the slip lines that are situated in the shock-waves bounded oval region, and similar solution behaviors for the location and structure of the reflected shock waves. To give a quantitative assessment of these solutions, Fig. 9 plots the cross section of the results for the same run along the diagonal axis of the computational grid, observing good agreement of the density and pressure profiles in most places, and some deviation in the density near the center of the oval region where the slip lines from the upper-left and lower-right corners collide with each other. We note that at those points of discrepancy the topology of the physical grid cells in the generalized Lagrangian case differ a lot from the Eulerian case, see Fig. 8, and so the finite-volume cell averages displayed there do not give exactly the same point-wise physical-state correspondence. Recall that \( J \) is the Jacobian of the grid metrics.

Example 6.2.2. We are next concerned with a two-component (gas-liquid) radially symmetric problem that the computed solution in two dimensions can be compared to the one-dimensional results for numerical validation. We use the following set of data for experiments in which, inside a circle of radius \( r_0 = 0.2 \text{m} \), the fluid is a gas-phase with

\[
(\rho, u_1, u_2, p, \alpha)_{r \leq r_0} = \left(1250 \text{ kg/m}^3, 0, 0, 10^9 \text{ Pa}, 1\right),
\]

while outside the circle, the fluid is a liquid-phase with

\[
(\rho, u_1, u_2, p, \alpha)_{r > r_0} = \left(10^3 \text{ kg/m}^3, 0, 0, 10^5 \text{ Pa}, 0\right),
\]

where \( r = \sqrt{(x_1 - x_1^0)^2 + (x_2 - x_2^0)^2} \) and \((x_1^0, x_2^0) = (0, 0)\). We note that due to the pressure difference between the fluids at \( r = r_0 \), breaking of the membrane occurs instantaneously, yielding an outward-going shock wave in liquid, an inward-going rarefaction wave in gas, and an outward-going contact discontinuity lying in between that separates the gas and liquid. We note that because of the symmetry of the solution,
Figure 6: Numerical results for the Woodward-Colella problem at three different times $t = 0.016$, $0.032$, and $0.038$. Here the solid line is the fine grid solution obtained using the Eulerian grid approach with a 2000 mesh points, and the dotted and triangular points are the computed solutions obtained using $h = 0$ and $h = 0.99$, respectively, with a 200 mesh points.

Figure 7: Physical grid coordinates for the generalized Lagrangian run shown in Fig. 6 at eleven different times $t = i \times 0.0038$, for $0, 1, \ldots, 10$. Here the grid system is displayed in the same manner as in Fig. 5.
Figure 8: Numerical results for a two-dimensional Riemann problem, a 4-shocks initial condition case. Contour plots of the density and pressure (30 lines range from 0.033 to 1.998 and 0.044 to 2.685, respectively), and the physical grid coordinates are shown at time $t = 0.2$ obtained using both $h = 0$ and 0.99 with a $200 \times 200$ grid. Note that the computed velocity field is superimposed into the pressure contours. For clarity, solution coarsening factors of 10 and 4 in each $x_1$- and $x_2$-direction are used to graph the velocity vectors and the physical grid system, respectively.

Figure 9: Cross-sectional plots of the results for the shown shown in Fig. 8 along the diagonal axis of the computational grid. The dotted and triangular points are the numerical solutions obtained using $h = 0$ and 0.99, respectively.
for simplicity, we only take a quarter of the unit square domain, \( i.e., (x_1, x_2) \in [0, 0.5] \times [0, 0.5] \text{ m}^2 \), and apply the line of symmetry boundary conditions to the bottom and the left sides during the computations.

Fig. 10 shows contours of the density and pressure, and the physical grid system at time at time \( t = 120\mu\text{s} \) with a \( 100 \times 100 \) grid, where the graphs are displayed in the same manner as in Fig. 8. Good resolution of the wave pattern (i.e., both the shock and interface remain circular and appear to be very well located) are easily seen from the contour plots. The scatter plots shown in Fig. 11 provide the validation of our two-dimensional results as in comparison with the “true” solution obtained from solving the one-dimensional model with appropriate source terms for the radial symmetry, using the Eulerian high-resolution method with a 1200 mesh points (cf. [44]). Here \( \bar{u} = \sqrt{u_1^2 + u_2^2} \) denotes the radial velocity. From the figure, it is clear that our results agree quite well with the ”true” physical solutions, and are free of spurious fluctuations in the pressure near the gas-liquid interface. We also observe some improvement in the density across the interface when the current generalized Lagrangian grid approach is in use as opposed to the standard Eulerian grid approach.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10:** Numerical results for a two-component radially symmetric problem at time \( t = 120\mu\text{s} \) with a \( 100 \times 100 \) grid. Here the solutions are plotted in the same manner as in Fig. 8 with the contours ranging from 20.8 to 1270.8 kg/m\(^3\) and 16.7 to 1016MPa, for the density and pressure, respectively.

**Example 6.2.3.** As an example to show how our algorithm works on interaction between shock wave and material interface, we are interested in a model underwater explosion problem (cf. [12, 47, 50]). In this test, we take a rectangular domain \( (x_1, x_2) \in [-2, 2] \times [-1.5, 1] \text{ m}^2 \), and consider the initial condition that is composed of a stationary horizontal air-water interface at the \( x_2 = 0 \) axis and a circular gas bubble in water with the center \( (x_1^0, x_2^0) = (0, -0.3) \text{ m} \) and of the radius \( r_0 = 0.12 \text{ m} \). Here above the air-water
interface, the fluid is a perfect gas at the standard atmospheric condition,
\[(\rho, u_1, u_2, p, \alpha) = \left(1.2 \text{ kg/m}^3, 0, 0, 10^5 \text{ Pa}, 1\right).\]

Below the air-water interface, in region inside the gas bubble the fluid is modeled as a perfect gas also with the state variables
\[(\rho, u_1, u_2, p, \alpha) = \left(1250 \text{ kg/m}^3, 0, 0, 10^9 \text{ Pa}, 1\right),\]
and in region outside the gas bubble the fluid is water with the state variables
\[(\rho, u_1, u_2, p, \alpha) = \left(10^3 \text{ kg/m}^3, 0, 0, 10^5 \text{ Pa}, 0\right).\]

There are three solid walls at the left, right, and bottom boundaries in the current problem formulation.

As in Example 6.2.2, breaking of this underwater bubble would result in an outward-going shock wave in water, an inward-going rarefaction wave in gas, and a material interface lying in between that separates the gas and water. Soon after this shock wave is diffracted through the nearby flat air-water interface, it is known in the literature (cf. [12]) that the topology of the underwater bubble will undergo a change from the original circular-shape to an oval-like shape. As time evolves, this gas bubble would continue rising upward, causing the subsequent deformation of the horizontal air-water interface.

Contour plots of the density and pressure at four different times \(t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.8,\) and 1.2ms are presented in Fig. 12, where we have performed the computation using \(h = 0\) and 0.95 with a 400 \times 250 grid. From the density plot, we clearly observe the improvement on the use of the generalized Lagrangian method over the Eulerian method to the sharpness of the solution structure near the interfaces. Moreover, from the pressure plot, we see the smooth variation of the solution near the interface, without introducing any spurious oscillations. In Fig. 13, we present the physical grid system for the generalized Lagrangian
run shown in Fig. 12 where the dynamical movement of the grids that follow closely to the main feature of the flow is observed. The cross-section of the density and pressure for the same run along line $x_1 = 0$ is drawn in Fig. 14, giving some quantitative information about the differences of the Eulerian and generalized Lagrangian results at the selected times. The time history of the computed grid Jacobian $J$ for the generalized Lagrangian run is plotted in Fig. 15, where $J_{\text{ave}}$, $J_{\text{min}}$, and $J_{\text{max}}$ denote the average, minimum, and maximum values of $J$, respectively.

To end this section, it should be mentioned that all the simulations done here were run on an AlphaServer DS20E under the Tru64 Unix operating system. As the whole, it is observed that, the CPU time that requires for carrying out the generalized Lagrangian computations depends strongly on the uniformity of the grid structure. Consider the case for the underwater explosion problem in Example 6.2.3, for example, it took in turn 695.2253 and 1528.683 seconds for the Eulerian and the Lagrangian run, while for the radially symmetric problem in Example 6.2.2 it took 14.6341 and 17.7257 seconds, respectively. We note that the computer programs (written in Fortran 77) used to obtain the results above are available from the author.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a simple moving grid approach for the numerical simulation of compressible homogeneous two-fluid flow problems with a stiffened gas equation of state in more than one space dimension. The algorithm uses a Lagrangian-like condition for the temporal evolution of the underlying grid system, and employs a volume-fraction based model equations in generalized curvilinear coordinates as a basis for the principal motion of the fluid mixture. A set of geometric conservation laws is included in the mathematical formulation of the problem also for an easy computation of the grid metrics that come as a result of the coordinate transformation between the physical and logical grid. A standard high-resolution method based on the f-waves viewpoint is used to solve the proposed model equations with the dimensional-splitting technique included in the method for multidimensional problems. Numerical results presented in this paper demonstrate clearly the feasibility of the approach for a reasonable class of two-fluid problems. Ongoing work is to study more general grid-movement strategy that is required for a class of solid-solid or fluid-solid impact problems (cf. [10]) and problems with complex geometries (cf. [3]).
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Figure 12: Numerical results for the simulation of a model underwater explosion problem. Contour plots are shown for (a) the density (30 lines range from 18.6 to 1137.2 kg/m\(^3\)), and (b) the pressure (30 lines range from 6.43 to 392.18MPa) at four different times \( t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, \) and 1.2ms obtained using both \( h = 0 \) and 0.95 with a 400 × 250 grid.
b) Pressure
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Figure 12: (continued)
Figure 13: Physical grid system for the generalized Lagrangian run with $h = 0.95$ shown in Fig. 12. For clarity, a grid coarsening factor of 5 in each $x_1$- and $x_2$-direction is used to make each of the graphs.

Figure 14: Cross-sectional plots of the results for the run shown in Fig. 12 along $x_1 = 0$, where the solid line and dotted points are the numerical solutions obtained using $h = 0$ and 0.95, respectively.
Figure 15: Time history of the grid Jacobian $J$ for the generalized Lagrangian run shown in Fig. 12, where $J_{\text{ave}}$, $J_{\text{min}}$, and $J_{\text{max}}$ denote the average, minimum, and maximum values of $J$, respectively.


